Commentators Telephone & Call Unit
*** Fully restored ***
An often overlooked but vitally important part of an outside
broadcast is communications.
This Commentators Telephone Unit was especially made
for this purpose.
It has two pairs of headphone sockets at the front, each
headphone pair has it's own volume control which is
normally supplied with production talkback, the other
choices are programme sound or “off air1”.
The telephone handset operates as a loudspeaking
telephone in the OB Van for the Producer or Production
secretary.
Switches are provided to call the Producer or to cue the
sound mixer.
There is no bell with the telephone, a bell is the last thing
you want ringing..........
All this is achieved with just a 3 core XLR microphone cable back the the OB Van.
The commentator would
have had a programme Lip
Microphone, of the STC
4104 type, and a spare.
These are close speaking
microphones with noise
cancelling properties.
One or two picture monitors
would be there as well, one
showing mixer out and the
other the off air picture.
The Commentators Unit with it's lid in place

Production Talkback
Everybody on an OB with an operational job would be listening to production talkback, as
a guide to what pictures/sound would be next. On a scripted programme, like a play or
orchestral music, the P.A. Production Assistant 2, would be calling the shot numbers and
the cameras and sound would frame up the picture & fade up the sound as per the script.
In turn the producer and PA would be listening to talkback from the controlling studio 3 as to
precisely when to start and end the programme for a smooth transition to the next item.
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1 “off air” refers to the output of a television receiver carrying a programme from which a cue can be taken.
2 As well as calling out the shots on the script, the PA was responsible for the accurate timing of the programme.
3 These talkback circuits, often provided by the GPO, were called “Control Lines” by the BBC.

